1st Race The Kakanakote Plate
COUNTRY’S PACE
SO FAR

RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 4 RUNS
Cl-V, 00-25, 5 years old and over

My19-20 -

13⁄2011715

My19-20 -

211⁄20668

1200 Mts.

met interference passing the 700 Metres.

met interference at the start.

MyS19 - 177⁄19560 was observed to be suffering from fever. Under the circumstances it was permitted to be withdrawn
on veterinary grounds. My19-20 - 2512⁄19430 was observed to be walking lame due to inflammation of right hind hock joint. Under the cicumstances, it
was permitted to be withdrawn.

RUN TO WIN

My19-20 - 3112⁄19524 met interference passing the 1200 Metres. and Jockey was reprimanded for travelling wide
rounding the final bend, for no apparent reason.

SWISS BAY

My19-20 - 2711⁄19168 Jockey reported that he was hemmed up for room between 350 Metres and 150 Metres. 81⁄20560
jumped out awkwardly and as such, the rider collided with the frames of the Gates, was totally unbalanced and was dislodged from his mount.

VELVET ROSE

WOOD CUTTER

My19-20 - 291⁄20786 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start.

CASHWIN

MyS19 - 295⁄1986 stumbled soon after the jumping out of the Starting Gates. My19-20 - 81⁄20567 slowly away.

HONEY QUEEN

My19 - 310⁄197610 was slowly away. My19-20 - 122⁄20959 jumped awkwardly ’inwards’, at the start.

TIME ALWAYS

My19-20 - 81⁄20565 reared up as the gates opened and took a fly jump. 291⁄20784 met severe interference passing the

1000 Metres.

2nd Race The Great Cherisma Plate Div - II

Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over

1200 Mts.

8

My19-20 - 1112⁄1934 Jockey reported that he did not get a clear run between the 250 Metres and the 150 Metres of
the Race, due to a tightly packed field & was slowly away. 221⁄20768 was slowly away. 52⁄20887 was slowly away.

TREVELYAN

LOVELY THOUGHTS

My19-20 - 81⁄20596 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’out’ throughout the Race.

CARNIVAL EXPRESS

My19-20 - 52⁄20878 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ‘in’ after entering the straight.

BREAKING NEWS
My19-20 - 81⁄20(57) was drifting out under pressure, after entering the Straight. 291⁄20845 jumped awkwardly outwards
at the start. 52⁄20854 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start and was hanging out rounding the bend.
My19-20 - 1311⁄19(2) sustained small bleeding cut inside right hind hock. 1812⁄19382 burst its blood vessels.

SCORPENE

My19-20 - 1812⁄19378 stumbled soon after the start. 3112⁄19549 accidentally stumbled passing the 1600mts. 52⁄20852
sustained cut on left fore front of coronet.

TOUCH OF CLASS

COUNTRYS CROWN
about the 400 Metres.

211⁄206711

My19-20 - 2512⁄19464 Jockey was fined for not making sufficient efforts to improve his position, rounding the bend, till
Jockey reported that he did not get clear run due to the tightly packed field approaching 1100 Metres.

3rd Race The Big Deal Plate Div - II
MAKE MY WAY

Cl-IV, 20-45

1400 Mts.

3

My19-20 - 122⁄20101 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out in the Straight.

My19-20 - 1311⁄1944 jumped awkwardly inwards, at the Start. 81⁄20624 did not get a clear run due to a tightly packed
field. 52⁄20868 met interference between the 400 Metres and the 250 Metres.

SPIRITUAL FORCE

My19-20 - 291⁄20805 jumped awkwardly outwards at the start. and Jockey reported that his mount was hanging ’out’
throughout the race, the mouth of the horse revealed sharp molars. 52⁄20(86) Jockey reported that his mount was hanging out after entering the straight.

SWISS TIGRESS

HER ROYAL HIGHNESS
My19-20 - 2512⁄19466 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing the 350 Metres.
th Race The Great Cherisma Plate Div - I
Cl-IV, 20-45, 5 years old and over
1200 Mts.
ALIBOXER
My19-20 - 2711⁄19203 Jockey reported that he accidentally lost his whip passing 400 Metres.

4

POETS SONG
its blood vessels. My19-20 -

MyS19 - 56⁄19(18) jumped awkwardly ’outwards’. and sustained bruises on both hind back of fetlock. 177⁄19614 burst
met interference passing the 900 Metres and burst its blood vessels;

2711⁄192012

DARE THE DON

My19-20 - 221⁄207410 met interference approaching 300 Metres.

COUNTRY’S FAME

My19-20 - 412⁄19(25) jumped awkwardly outwards. 1812⁄19426 met interference in the last 50 Metres of the Race.

STANDOUT

My19-20 - 2512⁄19499 met interference at the start.

DALLAS

Bg19-20 - 72⁄2014310 Jockey was reprimanded for travelling wide from 700 Metres till about rounding the final bend.

My19-20 - 2512⁄194911 was slowly away and lost about two lengths. 81⁄206010 was slowly away and lost few lengths
at the Start. 52⁄20876 was slowly away and lost about two lengths.

ARAK

5th Race The Big Deal Plate Div - I
SHIMMERS
YAADEIN

Hy18-19 -

Cl-IV, 20-45
112⁄191894

1400 Mts.

was in a state of shock after the race. The filly is being treated for the same.

211⁄20(64)

My19-20 Jockey was reprimanded for dropping hands before passing the Winning Post. and Jockey
reported that the horse was hanging ’in’ throughout the Race. 13⁄201160 was extremely fractious on its way to the Starting Gates, refused to come upto
the Gates, thereby considerably delaying the Start; Under the cicumstances it was permitted to be withdrawn.

EUDORA

My19-20 - 3112⁄19544 slowly away and lost about two lengths. 81⁄20589 was slowly away and lost about two lengths.

EXPORT QUALITY
My19-20 - 412⁄192512 planted and lost many lengths at the start. 221⁄20(74) met interference rounding the bend and
was slowly away at the start. 52⁄20917 was slowly away. 13⁄201179 met interference passing the 700 Metres.
SUSSEX PRIDE

My19-20 - 291⁄20836 met interference passing the 1600 Meters.

CLASSIC JEWEL

My19 - 1910⁄191092 Jockey fined for the inept handling of his mount.

KING’S COMMAND
th Race The Wynad Plate
GARRISON

My19-20 - 122⁄20986 met interference passing the 350 metres.

6

Cl-II, 60 and above

1400 Mts.

MyS19 - 177⁄19602 took a fly jump. My19-20 - 211⁄20683 met interference between the 500 Metres and the 400 Metres
and reveived check approaching 300 Metres. 52⁄20(89) was hanging ’out’ after entering the straight.

BRABOURNE
My19-20 - 1112⁄19328 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the start. 2512⁄19(49) was slowly away and lost about
two lengths. 291⁄208210 planted and lost many lengths at the start and thereafter ran detached till entering the straight. and Jockey reported that he
accidentally lost his whip passing the 300 Metres.
TOP STRIKER

My19-20 - 221⁄20754 was slowly away.

CRESCENDO

My19-20 - 1812⁄19405 met interference approaching 1900 Metres. 52⁄208910 reared up as the gates opened and lost

few lengths.
My19-20 - 292⁄201060 was examined at the Gates and was found to be trotting lame on right hind. Under the
circumstances it was permitted to be withdrawn.

TREMENDOUS

My19-20 - 2512⁄19484 burst its blood vessels. 291⁄20823 met interference approaching the 1000 Metres and again
between the 500 Metres and the 600 Metres. 52⁄20893 was slowly away and lost few lengths at the Start.

SCRIPT WRITER

TAREK
My19-20 - 211⁄20(69) Jockey reported that the horse was running erratic after entering the straight. 52⁄20912 stumbled
soon after jumping out of the Starting Gates. 13⁄201106 met interference soon after the start and sustained bleeding cut on Right fore cannon.
My19-20 - 3112⁄19(53) met interference rounding the final bend. 211⁄20684 met interference between the 500 Metres
and the 400 Metres. and pulled up lame on left hind.

BAKHTAWAR

My19-20 - 81⁄206110 met interference passing the 800 Metres. 291⁄20826 met interference approaching the 1000
Metres. and sustained cut on left hind above fetlock.

EL TYCOON

7th Race The Manasagangotri Plate
LEAP OF FAITH

Cl-III, 40-65, 5 years old and over
1112⁄19324

My19-20 sustained deep cut injury inside right hind hock.
400 Metres and the 250 Metres, due to a tightly packed field.

81⁄20604

1400 Mts.
did not get a clear run, between the

CRIMSON FIRE

Hy19-20 - 61⁄20(117) jumped out slowly losing about 1 or 2 lengths.

OPTIMISTICAPPROACH

Bg19-20 - 2012⁄19724 met interference approaching 1000 Metres.

SALUTE

MyS19 - 78⁄197810 pulled up lame on right hind. My19-20 - 221⁄20746 accidentally brushed the railings approaching

1000 Metres.

HUKUM
My19 - 1910⁄19(105) was running erratically in the straight. My19-20 - 211⁄206912 met interference passing the 1000
Metres and again between the 700 Metres and the 600 Metres.
SEGERA

My19-20 - 1311⁄1957 Jockey reported that his mount was hanging in after entering the straight.

BLUE BIRD THE WORD

My19 - 308⁄19144 met interference soon after the start. 310⁄19809 was slowly away and lost about two lengths.

My19-20 - 412⁄192710 Jockey was severely cautioned for not being alert at the start and for losing his both stirrups
soon after the jump out and completed the race without regaining the stirrups & sustained clipped injury on right hind cannon. 221⁄207710 met interference
passing the 700 Metres.

GREEK GODDESS

INTREPID WARRIOR

My19-20 - 291⁄20(84) Jockey was fined for the excessive use of whip on his mount in the above race.

NOTTING HILL

My19-20 - 81⁄20598 Jockey was fined for not making sufficient effort to improve his position throughout the Race.

My19 - 209⁄19555 sustained clipped injury on right hind outer bulb of heel.
reprimanded for riding an indifferent race.

BEAT THE ODDS

My19-20 - 1112⁄19329 Jockey was

